Agenda
Fourth Meeting between Wastewater, Solid Waste, and Regulatory Sectors
February 13, 2019

10:00 – 10:30 – People arrive and get through security (hopefully no later than 10:15) –
10:30 – 10:40 – General purpose overview – why we are here (1383, 1826, etc.) – Kester CASA
10:40 – 11:00 – Update on draft regulations to implement SB 1383 & AB 901 – Kester or CalRecycle
11:00 – 11:30 – Organic food waste demonstration project and future plans (lessons learned, practical outcomes) – Mark McDannel - LACSD
11:30 – 12:00 – Solid Waste spec development and experience meeting cleanliness specs – Kevin Mattson – Waste Management
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch (Hosted by LACSD)
1:00 – 1:30 – Solid Waste Sector perspective on regulations and partnering with Wastewater Sector – Discussion Led by Chuck Helget and Chris Seney – Republic Services
1:30 – 2:30 – Tour Doda technology at Puente Hills Landfill & Adjourn – LACSD